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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SUR
VEY BRANCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

MINES FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR- 
1908.

The operations of the Geological Survey for the 
calendar year 1908 were more than ordinarily exten
sive. All the provinces and territories, with the excep
tion of Manitoba, were given special attention. The 
Survey itself underwent some changes in organization. 
New efforts were made to meet the need for more 
topographical work and, in most respects, the Survey 
has had a successful year, despite the delay in receiv
ing appropriations.

Amongst the changes noted in the director’s report 
is the formation of two committees. One of these, the 
Geological Committee, was created for the purpose of 
supervising carefully all geological reports and the 
geologic coloring of maps before printing. Whatever 
delay this may entail will be amply offset by increased 
clearness and accuracy.

The second committee, an Editing Committee for 
Maps, was appointed to standardize maps, settle upon 
scales, and examine critically all maps before they are 
allowed to go to the engraver.

Quite apart from the elimination of errors, the work 
of these committees will tend to elevate the profes
sional standards of each number of the Survey. The 
desire to get a report finished often leads the geologist 
to hurry his material into the printer’s hands before 
it has been sufficiently pruned. When, however he 
knows that a group of his associates is empowered to 
correct, modify, or to reject his reports and maps he
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